was completed, the restored Ambassador For two years, Thanjaneyan worked on battered and bruised old Amby for his Chief Minister always preferred the original form. when Thanjaneyan asked him summers and winters and was as good as (PDP) from Anantnag- and Kanhaiya Kumar are Dharmendra Pradhan to be voting under the hottest go to polls. Notably, States Arvind Kejriwal dominated Constitution and appointing Congress leader said. You don’t have the dare to do it Modi’s development agenda while questioning the constitutional institutions. You have to play your part in this election. Thus the election is for re-autographing the Indian Constitution. It is not simply a Constitution of several years of objectified heritages of Gandhi. The Congress leader said.

A typical repairman as renovation Ambassador

The former Congress president and the BJP have "accepted" in this election that the Congress must fail. In the last election, the BJP won with 302 seats, and the Congress got 80 seats. However, in this election, the Congress is hoping to improve its performance. The current election is seen as a battle between the BJP and Congress. The Congress is hoping to increase its support base and win some crucial seats. The BJP, on the other hand, is looking to retain its majority in Parliament.

SRH vs RR: BATTLE FOR IPL FINAL

The match between Sunrisers Hyderabad (SRH) and Mumbai Indians (MI) in the Indian Premier League (IPL) final was a highly anticipated clash. Both teams have performed exceptionally well throughout the tournament, and the final was expected to be a hard-fought battle.

Nehru's aura builds up in 1962: Modii also said the INDIA answer to the question of love me, I have deep relations with you.
Early detection of blood cancer is key to eradicating the disease and ensuring a better quality of life for the affected individuals. The need for early detection arises from the understanding that blood cancer, if detected early, can be treated effectively with a higher chance of remission and survival. Conversely, if left undiagnosed or diagnosed late, blood cancer can lead to severe health complications and, in some cases, be fatal.

The importance of early detection of blood cancer becomes even more critical as the disease affects people across all age groups, from children to adults. Early detection through symptoms or routine health check-ups can significantly improve the chances of treatment success, reduce the financial burden on families, and improve the patient's quality of life.

In the context of India, where the burden of blood cancer is high, especially in certain regions, early detection takes on even greater significance. Initiatives such as awareness campaigns, screenings, and support systems are crucial to ensure that individuals can access the necessary healthcare services in a timely manner.

State health systems play a pivotal role in this regard. They must provide accessible and affordable healthcare services, including diagnostics and treatment facilities, to ensure that people can seek help at the earliest signs of blood cancer. Moreover, partnerships between the public and private sectors, as well as international collaborations, can help in scaling up these efforts and making early detection a reality for more people.
After spending nearly 10 months in jail, former Chinaruthu MLA Nagendra Nanda was released from jail after being accused in the killing of a police constable. He walked free on Tuesday when the Orissa High Court granted bail to him and two others in the case.

His family, however, was previously sentenced to life imprisonment along with R比和, who was given bail on the plea that neither was a main accused in the case.

P. N. Sribana, villagers of Sribana under Ganjam, also celebrated the upcoming general elections in the area by planting the first sapling of the general elections in all respects for rea-

Mega RWSS water supply project for 147 villages of Ganjam district will be completed within a year, sources said.

A book in Bitanu's memory was released on the occasion. Bitanu, who had an un-

The doctor treating him, however, decided against admitting the patient to the hospital for blood transfusion and discharged him.

According to police sources, two persons were arrested for attacking Prasanta and his family members around the area.

A complaint made by a right activist two weeks ago that some RWSS projects defunct in Ganjam; thousands hit the general elections in all respects for rea-

The question of the excursion to be held from the jail on Thurs-

day.

Notably, Reddy had also been arrested in December 2020 by the Police from the Collectorate compound.

Reddy’s mother was also present at the function.

A complaint made by a right activist two weeks ago that some RWSS projects defunct in Ganjam; thousands hit the general elections in all respects for rea-

As regards Laguri, he is the son of Dhanurjaya Laguri - a veteran tribal Congress leader.

As scenario changed after Laguri family joins Cong

The police arrested the former Chinaruthu MLA who was accused in the killing of a police constable. He was later released on bail.
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The problem with the BJP is that they are more comfortable being in power.
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**Indian Naval ships arrive in port for deployment in South China Sea**

**Pioneer News Service**

**NEW DELHI**

Naval ships, Dalvik and Revalin visited the port for deployment of the Indian Navy in the South China Sea. The visit provided an opportunity for India and Philippines and its forces to enhance cooperation and improve interoperability.

**Indians, Vietnam, and the Phillips-Midcontinent Oil Refining Plant (P-MORP)**

**Pioneer News Service**

**NEW DELHI**

For years, Vietnamese and U.S. officials have been working to finalize a deal to permit the Vietnamese navy to purchase a U.S.-built missile defense system. The agreement, which is expected to be signed next week, would mark a significant step forward in the decades-long ties between the two countries. It would also be a win for President Barack Obama's administration, which has been pushing for increased trade and investment with Vietnam as part of its so-called “pivot” strategy in the Asia-Pacific region. It would also be a boost for the Vietnamese military, which has been modernizing its fleet and expanding its role in regional security. However, the deal also raises concerns about U.S. influence in the region and its potential impact on other countries, particularly China. 

**Madya Pradesh sees record-breaking surge in spiritual tourism**

**Pioneer News Service**

**Bhopal**

The Madhya Pradesh government has seen a record-breaking surge in spiritual tourism, with a significant increase in the number of visitors to key pilgrimage sites. According to official data, the state registered a 20% increase in the number of pilgrims visiting major religious sites such as Ujjain, Omkareshwar, and Maheshwar over the past year. The state government has been actively promoting spiritual tourism as a key component of its tourism strategy, and the results appear to be paying off. The state has actively invested in infrastructure and facilities to accommodate the increasing number of pilgrims, and this appears to be paying off. The state government has also been working to attract foreign tourists, and recent data suggests that the state is making progress in this area as well. Overall, the trend in Madhya Pradesh is one of rapid growth and development, with spiritual tourism playing a central role.
Big guns missing in Maneka Gandhi's low-decibel campaign

Pratap Purgy, an agitation officer under the government, extended the suspension on Wednesday. But two more days till May 25, a police officer said. The police registered a total of 64 cases for the alleged irregularities on May 20, the day of polling, and also on Tuesday. The board has not been so concerned about the properties of the asphaltic concrete, said the police officer who is a member of the police department. The police have registered an order under Section 168 of the Indian Penal Code.

The police have registered a total of 64 cases for the alleged irregularities on May 20, the day of polling, and also on Tuesday. The board has not been so concerned about the properties of the asphaltic concrete, said the police officer who is a member of the police department. The police have registered an order under Section 168 of the Indian Penal Code.

Amarnath Sanyal said, "The Prime Minister in charge of the security of the country, who is also the Home Minister, has asked them to work with the police in this regard. The police have registered a total of 64 cases for the alleged irregularities on May 20, the day of polling, and also on Tuesday. The board has not been so concerned about the properties of the asphaltic concrete, said the police officer who is a member of the police department. The police have registered an order under Section 168 of the Indian Penal Code."
Summer can be fun and learning for students
By engaging in innovative and educational activities, children can make the most of their summer break, ensuring both physical and intellectual growth.

School students look forward to summer vacations with a sense of relief and a deal of excitement. That period is also one of the longest periods of a student’s life. It has been observed that several students spend the entire month of July in their virtual classes, leaving them little time for recreational activities.

Instead of following the regular routine, students can take up new hobbies or interests during the summer break. This can help them develop new skills and hobbies, which can be beneficial in the long run.

Small children should not be allowed to engage in complex physical activities as well as academic work. With just 60 days of summer vaca- tion, every day a child should participate in some physical activity or games to remain fit.

The poll's last drafting parties to partners for a honest fight is a classic case of too little, too late

With the Lok Sabha elections approaching the final phases, the Election Commission is preparing to send the final list of candidates to the Opposition parties. The party leaders are making false narratives and making communal utterances. Interestingly, this directive comes after five of the seven poll parties are over. Also, the timing and impact of such narratives are becoming a cause of concern. The party leaders need to focus on free and fair election or electoral violence which has taken a deep root. Though it is an independent institution, its constitutional body, several events that affect its impartiality and functioning. There have been accusations of Government interference, from influencing the timing of elections to being bent towards the BJP while being purely strict with the Opposition. Since 1999, three Opposition par- ties registered 27 complaints against PM Modi but the EC took no action. A scrutiny of these complaints and the EC’s responses has led us to interact with the Prime Minister. The Congress has accused the panel of being “super, super” regarding complaints against Prime Minister Modi and the EC for their delay in the allegations of Modi’s divisive speech in Varanasi. The Congress also alleged the BJP’s complaints against Mallikarjun Kharge and Rahul Gandhi. The EC’s letters mark the first such action against a Prime Minister, but why did the EC take action now?

EC stirs a bit

In the pursuit of a more equitable society, the universalisation of early childhood development should be recognised as a fundamental right, not a gratuitous freebie.

The directive principles of state policy shall enable the adequate means of livelihood, equitable distribution and special protection for children and women and for the abolition of child labour.
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**Elder abuse is far more rampant than assumed**

Despite respect for the elderly, many seniors face abuse from family members. This hidden crisis demands urgent action to protect their dignity and well-being.

---

**FIRST COLUMN**

**NEW CHALLENGES FOR INDIA’S FOREIGN POLICY**

The global geopolitical landscape grows more complex with Russia-China ties.

---

**KUMAR שבesh**

The priding Indians, one of the largest democratic societies in the world will be in a week or so. A hectic flurry of pending policy decisions is likely to dawn immediately. As the first party comes back, a hundred days action-packed agenda would be met by major government departments, going by PM Modi’s well-wishing wishes to a tumultuous political tide on one side, and the geo-political space, which existed when the elections were announced, turned terminal instantly. It is clear that some of the changes are driven by elections happening all across the globe during 2024, including in Europe and US. While international influence and domestic context are significant drivers, it is clear the world’s major players are concerned.

The joint Statement released after President Putin’s visit to China high-lighted the importance of the visit to China. It was a message to the Western block of countries opposed to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, confirming to them that the Chinese President had just come back from an important meeting with every senior leader from the European Union, the French President and Madame Mrs. Macron in view of the prevailing situation.

---

**KUMAR שבesh**

The cultural upheaval in India over the past few years, has been dramatic and transformed. As the 21st century unfolds, every sector of the Indian economy is witnessing changes and advancements in science, technology and society. The rapid pace of innovation upon which coherent and amiable environment is built and where people do not think that their basic needs have been hit hard. The world has never seen such an intersection of know ledge and technological prowess than it does today but sadly, poverty, violence, food insecurity, violence, exploitation and discrimination continue to seep into the fabric of the globe.

Among the victims of exploitation are the elderly population across the globe. Along with this situation has been the elder abuse issue, which is still not recognized and addressed. The elderly in the family become subject to abuse, neglect, isolation, humiliation and harassment. The increased rate of urbanization, transborder migration, inflation, technological advancement and the urban life style has increased the vulnerability of the elderly being abused. The phenomenon of elder abuse is one of the leading causes of death among the older persons. The Ministry of Family and Senior Citizens Welfare has been working to address this issue.

---

**WENDY TANWAL**

**Political turmoils being turned down by the voters**

There is a concerning pattern of political parties foisting their party's agenda on personal gains, but voters are giving them a run for their money.
strong winds topple stage at campaign rally in mexico, killing at least nine

south padre garcia (mexico) ap a massive windstorm hit a crowded rally stage on saturday, toppling it to the ground and killing at least nine people. the incident occurred during a rally for the presidential candidate who is leading in the polls.

 according to初步 estimates, at least nine people were killed when the stage collapsed during a campaign rally in south padre garcia on saturday. the incident occurred during a rally for the presidential candidate, who has been leading in the polls and is expected to win the election.

the incident occurred when the stage collapsed due to strong winds, trapping several people under the fallen structure. according to初步 estimates, at least nine people were killed and several others were injured.

the candidate, who has been leading in the polls and is expected to win the election, was not present at the rally at the time of the incident.

the incident has sparked outrage and condemnation from various groups and individuals, who have called for action to ensure the safety of campaign rallies and public events.

the candidate has expressed his condolences to the families of the victims and has called for a thorough investigation into the incident to determine the cause and prevent similar incidents in the future.
Russia misses denuclearization deadline

Russian missiles slammed into the second-largest city in the northeast of Ukraine on Thursday, killing at least 16 civilians and wounding 100 others, Ukrainian officials said, as Kyiv’s army commander vowed it would not cross a “red line” crossed by the Russian troops.

The Brisbane attack, which was hit by a barrage of Russian missiles last night, was one of the most intense attacks on a city in Ukraine since the war began in February. The Ukrainian air defenses were reportedly launched to protect the city from further attacks.

A total of 15 missiles were fired at Brisbane, which is located in the industrial region of Donbas, according to the Ukrainian Defense Ministry.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky called the attack a “blatant violation” of Ukrainian sovereignty and said the country would not tolerate such actions.

In response, the Ukrainian Ministry of Defense announced that it had launched a series of counter-battery attacks against Russian positions near the city.

The attack was the latest in a series of recent attacks on Ukrainian cities, including the recent attacks on Kharkiv and Mariupol.

Meanwhile, the United Nations Security Council unanimously condemned the attack, calling it a “grave violation of international law.”

Despite the condemnation, Russian forces have continued to launch attacks on Ukrainian cities and civilians, despite assurances from Moscow that it would not target civilians.

The latest attack came as Ukraine’s armed forces continued to push Russian forces out of the country, with the Ukrainian army making gains in several key areas.

The conflict has already claimed thousands of lives and displaced millions of people, with Ukraine’s economy suffering a severe blow.

Ukrainian officials have estimated that more than 1 million people have been displaced since the start of the war in February.
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**Emcure, Genova sell to market, HDI ink pact to develop mRNAs**

**NEW DELHI**

Emcure Pharmaceuticals Ltd and Genova Biopharma Inc have signed a pact to develop messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines for infectious disorders and other applications.

Under the terms of the agreement, Genova will use its patented Encapsulated mRNA delivery technology to develop mRNAs in infectious disease and other applications, while Emcure will provide mRNAs.

The companies will also jointly develop mRNAs for the current and future needs of the Department of Biotechnology (DBT) for the development of mRNAs for infectious disease and other applications.

The companies will also be involved in the development of mRNAs for infectious diseases and other applications in India and other countries.

As part of their agreement, Emcure and Genova will use their patented Encapsulated mRNA delivery technology to develop mRNAs for infectious diseases and other applications in India and other countries.

The companies will also be involved in the development of mRNAs for infectious diseases and other applications in India and other countries.

**Working on Gen AI tool to make video content more accessible, affordable: Upsurge**

**NEW DELHI**

Jyotsana Singh, CEO of Upsurge, said they are working on a Gen AI tool to make video content more accessible and affordable.

She said, "Our goal is to make video content more accessible and affordable. We want to make it easier for viewers to understand the content and enjoy it, regardless of their location or language."

Singh added, "We believe that AI can help us achieve this goal by providing real-time subtitles, summaries, and translations. We are currently working on a tool that will use AI to generate subtitles, and we are also developing a system that will automatically transcribe videos into text, which can then be translated into different languages."

Singh further said, "Our tool will be available for free, and we will also offer premium versions with additional features, such as real-time captioning and translation. We are currently in the process of testing our tool and hope to launch it in the near future."
**Indian junior women and men hockey teams suffer losses**

Prathamesh Fuge makes semifinal, recurrent disadvantage in WC stage 2

Prathamesh Fuge secured a place in the semifinals of the World Cup after recording a 5-2 victory over Belgium in the quarterfinals.

**PARIS**

This time, it's really the final for France. After losing their opening match against Belgium, France is set to face Denmark in the quarterfinals.

Mabappé chases last tournament with PSG in French Cup final against Lyon

 PSG will take on Lyon in the French Cup final on May 17, looking to secure a domestic double.

**ATHENS**

The Olympic Games can't wait for Paris 2024, as the French team is ready to take on Greece in the final of the European Cup of Nations.

Indian women's hockey team to play Pakistan in World Cup

India's women's hockey team has been invited to participate in the World Cup, which will be held in Argentina from November 2023 to January 2024.

**INDIA**

The Indian women's hockey team is set to face their arch-rivals, Pakistan, in the World Cup, marking a historic moment for Indian hockey.

**Bhopal**

Amputee athlete Prathamesh Fuge secured a place in the semifinals of the World Cup after recording a 5-2 victory over Belgium in the quarterfinals.

**SPORT**

Indian women's hockey team

The Indian women's hockey team is aiming for glory at the World Cup, after making it to the quarterfinals against Belgium.

Roxo Xholoi, who has explained Lalbhai Chadha's thoughts, will try his hand in 1870. He will have to make it the top three Nursing in the Olympic family.

**Augsburg**

Indian women's hockey team to play Pakistan in World Cup

India's women's hockey team has been invited to participate in the World Cup, which will be held in Argentina from November 2023 to January 2024.

**Athens**

The Olympic Games can't wait for Paris 2024, as the French team is ready to take on Greece in the final of the European Cup of Nations.
Dinesh Karthik: Man of comebacks and Dhoni’s understudy calls time on IPL and international career

"I am someone who has always believed in working hard and putting in the hours. I have had my moments of success and my times of struggle," Karthik said. "I believe in playing for the team and contributing with my best."

Karthik, who made his debut for India in 2004, has been a part of the Indian team for the last 17 years. He has played in all formats of the game and has been a part of many memorable moments for India.

"I have had my ups and downs in the team," Karthik said. "I have been in and out of the team, but I have always believed in giving my best when I have been given the chance."

Karthik, who has scored over 2000 runs in T20 Internationals, said that he is looking forward to his retirement and the memories he has made for India.

"I have enjoyed my time in the team," Karthik said. "I have been a part of many great moments and I am grateful for the time I have had in the team. I am looking forward to my retirement and the memories I have made for India."